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Introduction
Water Bondage is a site for hardcore B&D disciples who want to go a step deeper down the dark path of
role play and power transfer. The introduction of methods that are more extreme than most an amateur
might try with female stars of the smut business serving as willing captive starlets makes this an exciting
option for any serious hardcore bondage fan. Keep in mind, these are professionals who take great
precautions to ensure the safety of the performers, these are not tricks you should try at home.

Adult Review
Standard BDSM is a thrill for willing participants who enjoy dabbling in the dark side of kink.  There are many ways to get
yourself and your partner off by playing these kinky games, but most people simply do not have the means to take it to the
same level as Water Bondage does.
  
  This hardcore bondage site takes submissiveness to the extreme by producing spectacular scenes where water is introduced
as the element of fear, pain, and ultimately pure pleasure. You'll see brand name porn sluts shed their vanilla exteriors and be
put through some sexy captive paces that include submersion, high-pressure hoses, and other kinky water devices that will
make even the most deviant bondage devotee gasp with surprise.
  
  This site is massive.  It's been online for well over 5 years and has 274 exclusive Water Bondage scenes that will take you
months to watch all the way through.  Every episode ranges from 40 to 80 minutes in length, and is available in a few
different formats for viewing.  Downloads are encoded in WMV, Real, and Ipod formats, but you won't be able to download
any of the full length clips.  The highest resolution is  HD, and set at 1280 x 720. The Real player-only streams are offered up
in two different resolutions, and the scenes are available as full length.  Unfortunately the site has stopped updating.  The last
update is dated from April 2008, and there's no mention of a new update happening anytime soon.
  
  The picture sets at Water Bondage are equally impressive.  All episodes feature several hundred high resolution photos
presented in 1200 x 800.  They are professionally shot and look great, in fact you'll feel like you'll need to towel yourself off
because the dripping water looks so crystal clear.  Zip files are available so you can download the entire set at once, and trust
me, you'll use this option often. 
  
  One of the most novel aspects of Water Bondage is its member participation.  Members are invited to post their comments
that appear right on the homepage of every scene, and often the site admins will respond back to the feedback that's left.  This
fosters a sense of community and will leave you coming back to check the same updates over and over again, so you can see
and respond back to other similar-minded people's discussions.  
  
  The update that features the sexy black-haired Dana Dearmond is pure unadulterated kink.  Dana gets suspended by a
complicated array of rope while her tits and other private parts are teased and toyed with. All this happens before she is
shown a huge glass-encased pool of water that she has a hard time getting used to, but that doesn't stop her captor from
dunking her.
  
  The price of a membership to Water Bondage is $29.95 per month and you don't even have to worry about recurring billing,
because it's a one time charge.  But with this much thrilling content to go through, you won't forget to sign up if it's getting
you off!  No short term trial options are offered either, but again they're not really necessary.

Porn Summary
Water Bondage is grade "A" hardcore with amazing over-the-top water-oriented production values that will leave you
breathless--literally!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'From dark and wet dungeons come tales of water bondage.'
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Quality: 90  Updates: 88 Exclusive: 100 Interface: 84
Support: 80 Unique: 100    Taste: 92        Final: 90

Porn Sites Included
This is a solo site and is not part of any membership group.

Porn Niches
BDSM, Bondage, Exclusive, Extreme, Fetish, Hardcore

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $34.95 Preview: VoD Billing Options: Credit Card, Other
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 1,000 Videos: 274
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